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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Edmondo Testaguzza

Karman Abachina LED Outdoor
Floor Lamp

The Karman Abachina outdoor floor lamp is a simplistic yet
modern interpretation of an exterior lighting solution. The sturdy
yet delicate-looking metal frame sits proudly and frames the
surroundings behind it creating a beautiful moment that does not
interrupt your exterior space. The elegant blown glass spheres
are finished with a frosted effect and appear to be suspended
within the metal frame when in actual fact they are secured
fastened to the structure. The designer, Edmondo Testaguzza,
uses research and initiative to 'achieve forms and shapes that
should belong to a high aesthetic and suggestive value'.

This Karman outdoor floor lamp is available in simplistic
monochrome finishes, white and black, both of which complement
their surroundings. The monochrome also allows the lamp to be
as understated as you wish and allows for a creative modern
aesthetic. The Arabchina LED floor lamp also features a dimming
switch on the cable that can be used to create the ideal ambiance
for your space. Whether that be light and bright to illuminate a
driveway or path or low and atmospheric for those more peaceful
areas of your outdoor space. This floor lamp is also available as
an indoor and indoor rechargeable version as well as a wall light,
have a look at the Abachina collection to explore all the
possibilities the Abachina can bring. The Abachina outdoor floor
lamp is also available in a larger size as well as with a tray table
accessory, contact us for more information.

https://www.davidvillagelighting.co.uk/product/karman-abachina-led-outdoor-floor-lamp/10000520
https://www.davidvillagelighting.co.uk/productfamily/Karman-Abachina/5040
https://www.davidvillagelighting.co.uk/contact_us


PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light Source: 10.6W, 3000K, 1368 Lumens

IP Code: 65

Dimming: In-line dimmer on the cable.

Dimensions: 70cm height
22.5cm width
22.5cm depth
500cm cable length

For all sales and technical enquiries, please contact:

+44 (0)114 263 4266

info@davidvillagelighting.co.uk
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